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Chris Mitchell, the
Chairman of the
I n t e r n a t i o n a l
C o n t e n d e r
Assocation to be
i n v e s t i g a t e d .
ISAF officials
confirmed today
that veteran sailor
Chris Mitchell wll be
i n v e s t i g a t e d
following his
performance in the
recent Oxford open
m e e t i n g .
S u s p i c i o n
surrounded Mitchell
after other

c o m p e t i t o r s
confirmed the
rumour that he was
seen talking to a
shady looking Asian

businessman shortly
before the second

race, which he
managed to lose in
e x t r a o r d i n a r y
style.  Mitchell had
a substantial lead in
bright sunshine and
what was no more
than a pleasant
breeze when he
capsized during an
appalling gybe. 
Commented one
competitor “I
always thought his
character under
pressure was
suspect, but this
gybe was so bad
that it can’t have
been mere rank
i n c o m p e t e n c e ”  
Another bystander
said “It was a
shocker of a gybe”
and “it could only
have been
deliberate, after all,
who could get it so
w r o n g ” .
Mitchell denied all
wrong doing saying
that he had only
given a forecast,
four going on five, if
a little patchy.  This
was suspiciously
different to the one
obtained by Tim
Holden of glassy
c a l m .
Meeting winner
Jones, still

shrugging off the
attentions of the
Farmoor frolicking
females 12 hours
after striding
ashore, is reported
to be exhausted.  No
s u s p i c i o n
surrounded him, “I
was too far away to
see and
concentrating on
pulling my own
rope” he said
d i p l o m a t i c a l l y,
however, ISAF
investigators may
wish to question
him as well after he
w a s
uncharacteristically
observed liberally
waving cash around
in the vicinity of the
bar.  Head of the
ISAF disciplinary
committee Ivor

Knoeidea stated: “in
the light of recent
events in cricket we
want to ensure that
sailing is kept
squeaky clean”.  He
continued: “it is
crucial for the
wellbeing of the
sport that any
suggestions of this

Chris Mitchell in action - Vertical this time Photo: Turtle

type of irregularity
are fully
whitewashed, sorry,
I mean investigated,
and those found
guilty heavily
punished by way of
buying more beers
a l l r o u n d . ”
(Source: Reuters)

WAVELENGTH ON THE MOVE
Graham Scott and Wavelength
Designs have relocated to Cornwall,
and can now be found at:

... Travelling to Medemblik? Contact RB Sport & Travel for the best ferry deals ...

Wavelength Designs,Unit 5a, The
Stamps Ind Est, Rising Sun,

Callington, Cornwall, PL17 8JE
Tel/fax 01579 351628,

E-mail: gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com

Website:
www.wavelengthdesigns.com
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EDITOR’S BIT

Front Cover Picture: ICA Chairman Chris Mitchell at Pwhelli. Photo by
Turtle, 01758 713641.

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

Once again I find myself
apologising for the fact that
Contendering is just a touch
later than planned.  I think,
however, that I have a better
excuse than usual – the
rather ear l ier than
anticipated arrival of a baby
boy, William, interrupted
the production process just

at wrong moment.  I had been rather sceptical of
everyone else’s tales of how time consuming such
wriggly little blobs can be, but I am now starting to
understand a little better…

This issue has all the normal snippets of news and
reports, plus details of the forthcoming worlds at
Medemblik.  For those that haven’t been there before,
it is well worth the trip – a delightful little place with
excellent facilities, and a reputation (experienced first
hand by myself and many others in the fleet) for top
quality organisation and fun. Don’t miss it!

This issue marks the introduction of a new feature in
Contendering: the e-mail forum.  Over the last few issues
we’ve probably bored everyone by banging on about
checking out the Contender web site etc.  Some of you
are probably convinced we’re a bunch of techie nerds
in green anoraks and thick glasses rather than rough
tough sailing types (now Nick Rawlings has left the class
we can deny it!).  We ARE aware that not every one has
(or wants) access to the internet, but equally we are
aware that there are a lot of issues raised by Contender
sailors around the world which are relevant to all BCA
members.  The e-mail forum has provided a medium
for these ideas to be expressed, and I anticipate the
“highlights” of these discussions will become  a regular
feature in Contendering.

Scotland in May.  Well I can
vouch for you, that
sometimes it’s quite warm,
though sometimes it’s more
like the depths of Winter.  A
great mistake was only
taking my soft  pondy
Southerners Summer
wetsuit. However, it would
have been the biggest
mistake not to turn up, as I,

for one, thought that it was one of the most enjoyable
Nationals that I have attended.  A very friendly club,

mailto:contendering@driscoll.globalnet.co.uk
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great racing, even if the wind was a touch wildly
varying, some great socials and fine scenary.  A lot of
thanks should go out to Ian, Stewart and Gavin and
others of the Scottish fleet that organised the event,
along with all at East Lothian YC.  A great effort.  It was
well rounded off with Gavins rendition on the pipes as
we were lauching on the last day. The fleet had a whip
round so he can get rid of that bum high note.

For those that didn’t attend you needn’t be disappointed
at missing the AGM as we didn’t manage to fit it in,
with the tight social schedule and all.  So we’ll have it
at Rutland.  That should boost the attendance there
perhaps?  There are things to discuss at present,
particularly the subject of hull weight reduction, again,
and the possibility of carbon booms.  All this was really
spawned by the recent ISAF singlehanded trials.  No
doubt these things will be kicked around at the Worlds
AGM so we’ll know more then.  At present this is all just
open for discussion so watch this space.

Talking of communications, the various web sites and
the contender mailing list is a great way to keep abreast
of news and discussions going on in the class.  The
International Website is now at www.sailingsource.com/
contender.  This has plenty of content of its own and
links to all the national sites.  The British site being
www.sailingsource.com/contender/gbr.  Also from the
International site you can join the Contender mailing
list.  This is used as a general discussion group, technical
tips and news forum. Really anything you want from
appealing for a cheap secondhand sail to advertising
an event etc. The mails go out to everyone in the World
that has registered with the service and is usually no
more than half a dozen emails a day, so you won’t get
swamped.  Go and have a look, join up and add your
own comments. Then you’ll know all about the Aussie
Nationals in time to enter.

Enough from me. I’ll just end with a cautionary tale of
my trip home from Scotland. Being cultured, I thought
I would stop off and see Holy Isle, Lindisfarne Priory
and all that as I haven’t been to the North East before.
It’s approached by a tidal causeway, which had no water
in sight as I drove across.  With a devil may care attitude,
having made no sense of the tide chart in the car park
(a little worrying having just come third in the Nationals),
I set off for the sights.  Plenty of other people around,
must be a while before I have to go.  Mmmm... You
guessed it, after an hour or so of sightseeing, I got back
in my car to find a couple of feet of damp stuff over the
road out!! Wally. Not to worry, there was a pub and I
had a good book. Just as well, as five hours later I got
off the island, only to sit in the Newcastle evening rush
hour. Still, well worth the visit.  See you all around soon
barring other mishaps.

Stuart Jones

SECRETARY’S SCRIBBLE
I really do like a national
championships in Scotland,
in fact Stuart and I were only
saying that we should do it
every year.  Firstly , we don’t
have to do anything,
secondly, they real ly do
make a good job of it.  The
entertainment was brilliant,

and the venue just typically Scottish (Rhona has just
said - what exactly do you mean by that!).  Well, lovely
sandy beach, great entertainment, winds light and
variable!

Stuart Jones and Chris Mitchell stayed in a twin room in
the same B & B as Rhona and I.  Most of the time they
behaved themselves although the lady owner got
slightly confused by our conversations at breakfast time.

Me        “Chairman Mitchell, can you pass the Tea”

Chris    “Yes Secretary Davies”

Chris    “How’s Chairman Jones this Morning”

Stu        (PHaaart) “Fine thanks”

etc etc.

I think she must have thought we were communists.
Rhona took all this childish talk in her stride and treated
us like her 16 year old first year sixth dance students (or
so Chris hoped!)

Talking of Chris his mother must be a real battle-axe, or
do we have more evidence of this man making huge
sums of money from race fixing?  On the last day of the
nationals he was toying with the idea of staying for the
obligatory last night curry and beer.  However, he
mentioned vaguely at breakfast that he had to dig his
mothers garden so he may go that night.  He finished
sailing early and made the most monumental dash for
it, forgetting his pyjama trousers! and his underarm role-
on!  He also left £120 at the B & B.  Now I have since
heard that he “threw a race” at the recent Oxford open
meeting with what can only be described as the kind
of gybe even he couldn’t have done accidentally.  We
have all heard about the ISAF investigations into race
rigging at Oxford.  So I have decided to make public
the circumstantial evidence that he actually left the
nationals early to meet a German named Hinze (ring
leader of a huge European betting syndicate) at
Newcast le Docks for throwing the nat ional
championships. Look, just think about it, he could have
won several races if he hadn’t sailed really badly!

The class membership numbers are still holding up
reasonably but I am concerned that we are slowly losing
members.  In the light of the turn out to Rutland last
year (What a first class event that was!) and the nationals
this year we should be holding numbers steady at
around 170.  So if you have any club friends who have
still not joined then Roger White will only be too glad
to take a cheque off you.

So, on to the worlds, I hope the Brits are going to swell
the numbers. From what I can gather we should have
a good representation. The training program in the run
up looks good with Porthpean, Felpham and Lymington
for us down South, thanks to our resident banker Wim,
sorry Tim.

Finally I would like to appeal to any budding class
secretaries out there.  I’ve probably done my time and
would like to hand on to a new keen person to re-
invigorate the post.  I would like to resign at next years
(2001) AGM at the latest.  Please come and talk to me if
you would like to have a go. [Ed: this sounds like a
good way to end up the lonely old git at the bar.]

See you on the water.

David Davies
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The BCA posted a further deficit for the year ended 31
December 1999 of £1,221 following on from that posted for
the previous year of £1,324, mainly as a result of a continuing
fall in numbers subscribing to the Association together with
continuing investment in our class promotional activities
including the excellent Newsletter and Sailboat stand.

Whilst we have gone some way to address the issue by
increasing subscription rates for year 2000 we are needing
to be careful with our expenditure levels to conserve our cash
reserves. Certainly we need to avoid making deficits in future
periods and reduce the reliance of the ICA on BCA funding
who owe us £994 as at 31 December 1999.

Charlie Baynes - BCA Treasurer
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After a bit of manoeuvring Graham Scott and I went
off to the ISAF cat and single hander trials at Quiberon
in April.   The information we were getting from ISAF
about the format and intent of the trials was none
too helpful, but our sense of things was that it would
be a good thing to be present, even if the class has
no interest in having Olympic status.  In the event, I
think our appearance was very worthwhile and was
certainly much appreciated by the organisers.

The sailing at Quiberon was run from the Ecole
National du Voile centre situated on the inshore side
of a long north-south running peninsula on the
Brittany coast, and a very impressive place it was too.
I don’t know of anywhere in the UK that could match
the facilities.  There were large changing rooms,

excellent showers, a large accommodation block,
dining room, bar, and a large hangar-like place for
storage, working on boats and so on.  The slipway
ran down onto a beach where launching would be
pretty straightforward in almost any wind direction.
Once on the water it was a short sail to the open
sea, but with alternative sailing areas sheltered behind
the peninsula.  About the only complaint one could
have was that the slipway was a bit steep for pulling
a Contender up after a hard sail.

The event was held over 4 days.  Full details of the
boats are on the ISAF web pages, but briefly, the boats
present were the Musto (Devoti) skiff, Nautivela skiff,
RS 600 with and without gennaker, Vortex, Laser EPS
and Contender.  The International Canoe, Moth and

ISAF OLYMPIC SINGLEHANDER TRIALSISAF OLYMPIC SINGLEHANDER TRIALS
Chris Mitchell attended the ISAF trials at Quiberon in France for the potential successor to the Finn for the
Olympic Games.  He reports on the event and offers some thoughts on the implications for future technical

development of the Contender class...
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Advertisement

Finn were all conspicuous by their absence.  The
Monday was spent discussing and sorting out the
testing arrangements.  Tuesday was given over to
testing and a race in a dying wind, which was pretty
inconclusive.  Wednesday was again testing and there
were two races in a force 3-4.  As expected, the skiffs
won, but were not out of sight.  The Vortex was going
about the same speed as us, while the poor old Laser
EPS dragged round at the back.   Apart from Graham
and me other Contender sailors present included
Andrea Bonezzi, Jan von der Bank and Gabriel Wicke.
In true Contender style, we even managed to have a
general recall in the second race.

The French organizers ran a smart operation on and
off the water, and had done a good job of ensuring
the testers got into all the boats and reported their
comments back.  However, it was less than clear just
exactly what it was that ISAF wanted.  Graham and I
also felt critical of the standard of the testers.  Some
were excellent, but some were poor club standard.
Naively, perhaps, I had imagined that the testers
would be of the ilk of Iain Percy and Shirley Robertson
– experienced and very high standard single-handed
sailors.  Graham had to endure watching his boat
being inverted and the tester strolling around on the
bottom of it.  I didn’t let anyone near mine!  However,
virtually all the testers sailed Graham’s boat at some
stage and I am very grateful to him for being so
enthusiastically generous.

The Thursday was rainy and windless.  Graham and
I spent about 30 minutes presenting the ICA case of
not wanting to be Olympic, but anxious to retain

international status [the policy as agreed at the ICA
AGM at Kiel] to Cliff Norbury and Simon Forbes, the
ISAF members.  As the sailing was finished we then
packed up and headed off on the four-hour drive
back to Caen to get the ferry, rushing through a
supermarket on route to stock up on wine.

I was left with the impression that the ISAF is not quite
sure what to do about the Finn or its replacement,
but is very aware that the Finn has an extremely
strong lobby.  As so much of ISAF funding comes from
TV coverage of the Olympics they are anxious to
increase the amount of time sailing gets on TV and
so are quite keen on televisually appealing, crash and
burn boats like the 49er.  I’m not sure it’s really what
sailing needs and I think there is a very good
argument that the Finn is the ultimate Olympic boat.
I know you need to be a gorilla to sail one, but they
don’t have a special 100 metre sprint for athletes with
short legs, or shot-putting for anorexics, so I don’t
see why sailing has to be a special case for some sort
of bodily equality.

There were a few points about the Contender that I
think the class would do well to consider.  There is
no doubt that the boat is a classic design.  We could
have put racks and a genniker on one, but as Graham
said, it would have been so undignified.  However,
there was a sense that the boat was dated and that
there were some things that could be done to provide
some evidence of continued progress.

Foremost among these things was the fact only the
Vortex and the Contender had alloy spars.  Everyone

RONDAR
RACEBOATS LTD

CONSISTENTLY QUICK CONTENDERS

1st, 2nd		 1996 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

2nd			 1996 BRITISH NATIONALS

2nd, 4th		 1995 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

1st, 2nd, 3rd		 1995 BRITISH NATIONALS

1st, 2nd		1st, 2nd		 1996 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP1996 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

2nd			 1996 BRITISH NA1996 BRITISH NATIONALS

2nd, 4th		2nd, 4th		 1995 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP1995 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP

1st, 2nd, 3rd		1st, 2nd, 3rd		 1995 BRITISH NA1995 BRITISH NATIONALS

New for 2000!

The World Championship winning Rondar Contender 
is now built using Vinylester resins, with Epoxy used 
for bonding in critical areas.

There is a new, more sophisticated glass 
reinforcement, and the internal framing has been 
revised for greater strength.

There is now a moulded recess for the Silva 
103P Compass, and Pro-Grip non-slip is 
standard on the gunwhales.

Complete boat,

fully fitted with 

Wavelength Rig 

and ready to race

£5495
inc VAT

Contact Paul Young at Rondar Raceboats Ltd, Unit 14, Indus Acre, Avro Way, Bowerhill, Melksham, SN12 6TP. 
Tel: 01225 707550, Fax: 01225 702113, e-mail: Rondar@compuserve.com, Website: www.rondarboats.com
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else was using carbon.  As everyone knows, booms
are very vulnerable.  We ought to investigate the use
of carbon booms, possibly coupled with a change in
the scantling.  If we move to carbon, we also should
take on loose-footed sails.  Not everyone knows,
though, that alloy tubes used for the masts are getting
harder to find and the price is going up.  Apparently
the alloy is an aerospace product, and that industry
is switching to ….. carbon.  We ought to move to
carbon masts as well.  In the end they will probably
be not much more expensive than what an alloy mast
is going to cost in the future.  At the same time it will
allow us to consider a reduction in the spar weight,
and would rekindle sail/spar development.  I believe
it will also give the boat a more up-to-date image.

While we are on the subject of rule changes, we really
ought to change the foil shapes and get rid of those
ridiculous tips that always get broken off.  The foils
could be more efficiently shaped, less damage-prone,
and quite possibly a bit lighter.  We could also ensure
that the rules were clearly written, so that there are

Chris’s views about change may not be shared by the class as a whole, indeed, as he mentions, the ICA membership has generally
adopted a highly conservative approach to change in the past.  Additionally, the open discussions at the BCA AGM at Looe last year
indicated a substantial resistance to change in the UK fleet.  From an editorial point of view it would be nice to have a simple
counter argument to set against Chris’s comments, but the debate seems a little more complex than that of “should we - shouldn’t
we” change, so this seems a good point to introduce our new E-Mail forum: Chairman of the Dutch Contender Association, Evert Ben
van Veen, started the ball rolling when he threw his opinions out into cyberspace, and a number of people around the world
seemed to have a few (!) things to say about his suggestions....

But before going on there is a little postscript to add to the ISAF trials from Bernard Bonte in Belgium:

 “Interesting report on the ISAF trials for the new Olympic single handers for the games in 2008 in a French sailing magazine “Voiles
et Voiliers”.  The Contender was second in total amount of points 45.5/50.  First was the MUSTO with 46/50 points.  So maybe the
Contender will be Olympic!  The points given in the article on the ISAF trials in Quiberon are not the official points given by ISAF, but
those given by a group of young sailers who had the opportunity to sail all these boats.  These young sailors were:  Eric d’Hooghe,
Valerian Lebrun, Frederic Moreau, Vincent Joyeux, with good experience in Laser, 470 or 49er.  The other tested boats were: Vis with
45 points, Laser Vortex with 35 points, Laser EPS with 43 points, RS 600 with 43 points.  The Vortex was considered as a family boat
and came in the last position.

E-MAIL FORUM...
The Contender e-mail forum acts as a sounding board and a general
chat medium allowing individual members to air their ideas and make
suggestions to a much wider audience than the average AGM.  I
think it is important that I point out that it is the electronic equivalent
of a beer and a gossip at the bar, and the views expressed here are
the personal views of the individuals concerned and not necessarily
the official views of the ICA or individual national associations, even
where the individual is an officer of the association.
Having said that, many of the issues discussed are highly relevant to
the class and worthy of reproducing here so that those without access
to the internet and the e-mail list can get an idea of some of the
thoughts being tossed around by various Contender sailors around
the world.  If you do have access to the internet, it is worth considering
registering with the e-mail forum: the average is probably only one or
two messages a day, and some of the debates can be quite amusing.
Trying to edit the last six month’s messages has been quite difficult
(the initial compilation ran to 22 pages!): there tends to be a “thread”
running through each debate, but very often a side debate spins off
at a tangent from this, so I have had to be quite ruthless about pruning
topics leading away from the main subject.  This explains some of
the odd unconnected references which occasionally occur as a result,
and I apologise to anyone who feels that their message has been
unfairly hacked, but tough, that’s the editor’s job!

no arguments about maximum and minimum size.

A much more difficult issue is the hull weight.  The
Contender was by far the heaviest single hander at
the trials, and Graham and I had to help each other
up the (rather steep) slipway.  Weight reduction has
been addressed before, and the ICA membership
always rejects i t ,  but I  think i t  needs to be
reconsidered.  Most boats have a few kilos of
correctors on, so losing 2-3 kilos right away should
be no problem.  Subsequent reductions could be
phased in over a few years.  Losing 10 –15 kg off the
all up weight of 104 kilos should not be too difficult.
It would make the boat a little faster, but the main
gain would be handling it on a trolley.

These issues will all be discussed at the ICA meeting
in Medemblik, and I hope that, at the very least, the
carbon spars and loose-footed sails go out to a postal
ballot, and are subsequently approved.

Chris Mitchell - ICA Chairman

As Chris Mitchell has provided a report on the ISAF Olympic class
trials at Quiberon, I have cut out the very considerable body of that
debate, and similarly I have ignored the Pro/Anti Olympic argument,
as in reality it is not an issue the class is likely to have to address for
the moment.
With those two issues eliminated, the principal discourse has involved
the technical development of the class & possible rule changes, so
here we go...
15th March: Evert-Ben van Veen, Netherlands
I guess that the present position of the ICA board is a consequence
of the general conservatism of the ICA in general considering
developments in dinghy racing around us.  Some years ago I read an
article in the German newsletter proposing some small changes in
the class rules and warning that if we wouldn’t do anything about it
the Contender would get outdated.  A Dutch historian has once called
this phenomenon ‘the law of the retarding advantage’.  And it happens.
We had to adjust our slogan from ‘the fastest singlehander’ to the
‘most popular singlehander trapeze boat’ .  In the near future we
might have to change that to ‘the most funny’ or whatever.  [ed: This
slogan was introduced in the UK.  The rationale behind the change was
that the new slogan is intended to combat the image of class strength being
built around the RS600 by LDC.  It was felt that in the UK, where there are
probably as many actively sailed Contenders as RS600, the message of
the international and domestic strength of the Contender class needed
reinforcing.  The change was not related to comparative performance.]
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Nearly everybody sails with some kilos lead in his boat, yet the class
rules were not adapted - of course with a considerable ‘grace period’
- to lower the total weight of our boats.  A Dutch centreboard/rudder
builder told me that he finds it difficult to build these things not under
the minimum weight.  Changes to the sail have been proposed which
could make the Contender faster or better manageable, same result.
When I attended the GBR nationals last year a paper was distributed
about promoting the class.  Off meeting it was called ‘rambling’.  Not
being from there I might not have missed the specific Oxbridge clauses
which only could make it acceptable to some, but as a lawyer I know
when a paper is rambling or not.  It was not.  It just held some
unpleasant messages, which is an entirely different thing.
To my opinion the class should seriously look at itself and find ways
to regain the image of an innovative yet affordable sailing machine. 
If after Quiberon an extreme floatable flying device, like this Devoti
thing or the Nautivela where Andrea talked about, would win, the
Contender might sti l l have a chance if adapts to the new
circumstances.  If a less extreme boat wins, the Contender is probably
lost, having missed the change to be on par some years ago.  In the
scenario of the extreme ‘boat’ the Contender can be the affordable
alternative and even the breeding ground for all those are not (yet)
the few professionals running for the Olympics.  ..//..
16th March: Mike Beggs, UK.
Evert-Ben, Sorry you are confusing popular classes with Olympic
classes.  In U.K.  no-one sails Olympic Classes.  They are a few
boats of extremely expensive specification which become obsolete
at least once every 4 years.  Their sailors are only interested in
personal fame and will trample on anyone to get it.
The Contender, luckily, is the very opposite of these, i.e.  there are
many, cheap boats where even older boats can compete.  And
Contender sailors are all sociable, helpful and friendly people.  Long
may it remain so.
Also, if the ISAF and IOC had any intention of choosing the Contender
as an Olympic Class why have they not done so in the 31 years since
the Contender won the last Olympic Single-hander Trials???
17th March: Evert-Ben van Veen, Netherlands.
Thank you for your replies.  To rebut one remark.  I spent about 4-5
hours a week for the Dutch CA (writing nasty letters on the net not
included), so one cannot say that I just complain about others.  ..//..
In the Netherlands we had a good season compared to Dutch
standards and we will see a few new faces.  I do not know whether
that is because of our efforts but of course tend to think that to some
extent it is.  The boat was not changed so it can also be done without
modifications but I know we have also lost a few potential sailors to
more modern designs.  As an already existing class you have the
advantage of a second hand market and once lured into the class we
try to keep them here, that their next boat might be a new Contender,
adding to the second hand market, etc.  Putting great efforts in your
new sailors, a personal coach system, hanging to the telephone for
ages trying to make them come to meetings, helping them as much
as possible.  Like when you have finished (even I finish before the
newcomers most of the time) sailing behind those who are still
struggling with that damned thing and giving directions instead of
getting a beer. It certainly helps to give the newcomers the idea that
they are really welcome.
To get to the technical part.  I read Yachts and Yachting, might be one
of the few outside GBR, and of course congratulate you with the article
in the January issue but what they say otherwise about the Contender
is not very complimentary.  Not a boat with a nineties feeling, etc.
Might not be true in reality, but the image is spread and that certainly
does not help.  Where were all those in their twenties at Looe?  With
a few exceptions everybody was sailing Contender for ages and had
not started sailing Contender instead of an Optimist.
I do not propose radical changes, in fact I do not propose any changes

at all.  I propose a rational discussion about possible changes in the
future.  One could set the conditions for these changes, like not adding
(much) costs to the boat, not immediately disadvantaging existing
boats, making the Contender more manoeuvrable, etc.  People who
are more technical then I am, could make a list of possible changes,
their advantages and disadvantages, the entry date if they were
adopted and we could talk about it for some time before discussing it
at the AGM.
That could be a nice task for the technical committee.  Not proposing
changes they favour, but making such a list, with their opinion on the
advantages and disadvantages.  Guess they find more disadvantages,
but then we on the net and publications in the national newsletters
could make the list more complete.
17th March: Jerry Driscoll, UK.
Evert-Ben recently made a reference to a document circulated at the
British Nationals at Looe last year.  This was an article written for the
UK class magazine.  As the author of the said “rambling” document I
would like to add a couple of comments to the debate. ..//..  The article
was distributed for the BCA AGM and the issue of “the future” was
discussed at length by those attending (most of those entered for the
championship).  The general feeling from the floor agreed with the
general conclusions of the article that the Contender is still
fundamentally a “good product”, but suffers from a poor image: “an
old class”, “a class superceded by the RS600” etc.  There was a
virtually universal view that the boat should not be changed - one of
the strengths was considered to be the fact that older boats can still
be competitive, maintaining the depth of the class.  The feeling was
that the class should take a more active role in promotion rather than
try and tweak the design.
The article in Yachts & Yachting that Evert-Ben mentions was one
step in attempting to remind sailors that the class is alive and well (I
have to say that I did not notice any negative comments in it - I thought
it was very positive).  The BCA also extended its space at Sailboat,
the UK Dinghy Exhibition in London (and as a result had a much
better position) and displayed three boats; two new, and one 10 yr
old secondhand with a £1500 price tag.  It was sold by lunchtime on
the first day (Sandy tells me he could have sold it four times over by
the end of the day!).  The general response was very good, with many
serious enquiries.  It was quite noticeable that the extra space, the
better position, and recent publicity has started to have an impact -
we had quite a number of people comment that the class seems to
be doing well, which was a nice change from “well, how are you doing
against...”  One of the biggest problems we have hit is that we actually
have a shortage of secondhand boats!  Over the last 4 months, 19
secondhand boats have been sold off the class list.
18th March: Mike Beggs, UK
I trial sailed the Vortex today which is en-route to Quiberon for the
ISAF trials.  It is a little catamaran.  It has the following advantages
over the Contender:-
1) It costs new £4,000 complete with trolley and cover.
2) It is marketed and promoted by Laser.  Therefore it will get many
pages of colour advertising in yachting magazines.  It will also get
taken to Quiberon with full support team, spares, workshop etc.  It
was shown at the London Boat Show.  It has a permanent professional
demonstration team touring the country.
3) It will get a Class Association set up and financed by Laser.
4) It is a stable platform, sails well to windward with helmsman just
sat on the side even in Force 3, doesn’t capsize when gybing as
boom is high and doesn’t hit the water, no kicker to get hung up
on, ideal for geriatric sailors.
These are it’s only advantages, except perhaps a lower Portsmouth
Yardstick if that is an advantage.
It has a few disadvantages, like only two points of sail, windward and
off the wind.  It doesn’t sail downwind (except I’m told in a very strong
wind) like most catamarans.  Therefore not much fun to sail.  Dagger
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board and dagger rudder, easy to damage.  No means to tension rig.
Non-adjustable mainsheet jammer.  Only luff tension can be adjusted
from trapeze.  Kicker is central and outhaul on boom!
Why am I telling you this?  Because you will note that none of its
advantages are things with which the Contender Class can compete.
Tweaking the rig will not give any advantages, just make all the existing
boats obsolete.
Therefore Contender sailors, including Evert-Ben van Veen, be
thankful that you have a boat which is more fun to sail, needs more
skill to control, has a large worldwide fleet, can be bought cheaply
second hand and has an established Class Association.
So enjoy sailing what you’ve got, concentrate on promoting the
Contender and don’t get too paranoid about other boats.
28th March: Stuart Jones, Chairman, British Contender
Association
..//..  I believe that we have got a great boat already and good
organisation.  That is not to say that more could be done, it’s up to
everyone in the class, not just the various committees, to keep the
class healthy, whether at the organisational, promotional or class rule
level.
On the subject of class rules, some people always seem to think that
the boat needs altering in some way.  Yes, I believe small and steady
changes can be made, more to improve the equipment that we already
have and take advantage of new building techniques etc.  Wholesale
changes to speed the boat up would be a disaster in terms of increased
cost and scrapping any boat over 5 years old.  If we want to speed
the boat up to attract e.g.  RS600 sailors then radical changes would
be required and we would probably end up looking like the RS600,
so even more why buy a Contender.  That’s a race we can’t win, so
why not just promote the good things that we already have.  A good
solid boat that will hold together in all winds, has a good performance
and tight international class racing.  ..//..
28th March: Chris Mitchell, UK, ICA Chairman.
..//..  Seventh, and finally, for this round of the conversation, the ICA
committee exists solely to serve its membership.  Particularly Gil, but
also Manfred and Alan, put in a lot of time and effort to make sure
that the class rules are correct, ISAF dues are paid, championships
organised etc etc.  We also have real jobs.  If the ICA membership
want changes to the class such as weight reduction, bigger sails or
whatever, they need to be proposed to the ICA AGM, discussed and
voted on.  The committee members may have their own views, but it
is not their job to formulate wholesale changes to the class design. 
So, if you want to change the boat in some way, make a proposal, the
more thought out the better.  Present it at the AGM.  Defend it.  See it
put to a vote.  If there is the support, then a change can be made.  I
have tried to chair the AGMs in a non-partisan way as I believe that is
the function of a chairman, but that does not mean that I am opposed
to changes.
28th March: Alan Mollatt, UK, ICA Technical Chairman
Well, Evert-Ben, Leo and Ian and sparked off quite a debate.  May I
as the current ICA technical chairman, add some comments.
First - I am pleased that a robust good humoured debate is happening
- it shows that Contender sailors really do care about their class - and
I note that all the contributors are regular sailors.
 a) Leo appears to believe that the ICA “board” may be responsible
for having their own agenda and not progressing the wishes of the
membership.  I do not believe this to be true.  What I have noticed is
that until now it has been difficult to know the feelings of the large
International membership - the only time we get any form of directive
is at the ICA AGM, which usually is attended by only a relatively
small group of sailors.  I am pleased to note that the E-mail forum is
encouraging a wider and faster exchange of ideas, and hope that it
will continue well into the future.

b) The formal arrangement, by which proposals are put forward at
the AGM, discussed and voted on, and if the AGM wishes changes
to be made, are put out to postal ballot, is very slow, and does act
against change.  For instance I am thinking about proposing  ways of
changing this to be more modern and efficient, but even that will
require us to wait till an AGM, followed by a postal ballot-and possibly
even ratification at the next AGM - then a submission to ISAF to get
the rules changed.  Experience shows that this can take over 2 years
- see what I mean?
c) I have attended many of the ICA AGM’s over the 25 years I have
sailed a Contender (am I really that old?).  I can assure Leo and Ben
that since the earliest days, proposals to modify the Contender to
make it technically more up to date, and in particular to reduce the
weight have come up frequently.  The only time I remember an AGM
voting for a change was to allow the Australians to experiment with a
Balsa sandwich hull.  Otherwise the membership - NOT the ICA
committee, have voted against change.  I personally do believe that
a reduction in weight to make the boat easier to handle ashore, and
possibly marginally quicker to reach planing speed, would be
desirable.  It was in fact myself who proposed again at Sydney that
we go for a phased reduction in weight, but the majority at AGM
disagreed.
d) The Contender IS an old design, there is no getting away from it.
And a classic, years ahead of its time when it arrived.  No-one has
come up with anything like as good an all rounder.  The nearest is the
Canoe - and that’s even older.  The new boats challenging the
Contender make great use of modern building methods and material,
and use devices such as racks.  Frankly they are not as pleasant to
sail as a Contender, unless you are stuck on a small river or pond
with light breezes.  I get the feeling that they sacrifice robustness for
lightness.  I don’t see many changes that we can make that would
improve the Contender, without making such radical changes that
would show the world that we are trying to be “modern”.  If we need
cosmetic changes to make it appeal to the young, so be it.  However,
as Evert-Ben says - it is a good exercise to list the changes - this is
the right place to make your ideas known.  I will take note, and if
enough ideas come up will publish them for further discussion.  ..//..
29th March: Evert-Ben van Veen, Netherlands
Hi everybody, I have greatly enjoyed the discussion on the net
concerning the future of our boat thus far, liked many responses, did
not fully understand other.  ..//..
I also did not understand what that story about the Vortex had to do
with my position.  If it is not about the Vortex, which of all these modern
designs is the most ugly, at least on the pictures, as such but about
the differences between the resources of MOD builders and us, poor
ICA member, we come to a completely different issue.  I haven’t
understood that yet.  These MOD builders can profit from the
‘economics of scale’.  But they can also profit from the lack of
competitors.  The first is good from a consumer point of view, the
latter is not.  On the average their prices are too high and this probably
goes to large Mercedes for the “CEO’s” [ed: are you reading this Nick
Peters!?] of these builders, but also in the promotion of the class or
off-springs like the Vortex or Eps (another ugly boat).  Now, I wonder,
why we, paying our yearly dues to the ICA, our building certificates
with every new boat, and not having Mercedes driving and CEO’s
living on our expenses, do not have a solid promo budget.  Perhaps
someone can explain that to me sometime.  But this is a side-issue to
the main point, the ‘modernity’ of the class.
About that issue many wise things have been said.  About fun in the
class, about the need to keep older boats part of the Contender
community (you should know that we - the DCA - just introduced a
special prize for the first boat overall at our Nationals older then 15
years), about the Contender still being a Contender.  But that will not
alter with allowing some incremental changes in due time, which would
allow for adoption of modern possibilities which fit in the concept of
the Contender as it is.
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These developments are already happening within the class rules,
making older boats outdated just because Wavelength or Vito
exploited the margins of the hull shape better.  I thought of buying the
Australian King Contender, left in Germany after the ’99 worlds.
Everybody told me that it was an extremely well built boat (“a great
improvement to both Rondar and Ridge/Wavelength/Hoare”), but
based on a Rondar hull shape.  So what, I have been passed by
quite a lot of Rondars at the last GBR nationals.  But that was me,
and independent sources and better sailors say that the Rondar is
just slightly slower on choppy waters.  Apparently, within the existing
rules a hull shape which is used by about half of the fleet is already
‘outdated’ for serious top racing.  But still, our colleagues can have a
lot of fun in it and compete and beat other sailors, like me.  So, do not
tell me that lowering the overall weight with about 5 kilo’s (perhaps
including the centreboard, - so add the present min.  weight of
centreboard and hull, lower that with 5 kilos altogether’ - that would
save a hassle at the measurement) starting from 2005 would seriously
split the class.  To most it would just mean to take off the lead, or - in
the combined scenario - thinking of changing that much battered
centreboard for a newer, lighter one.  It would also be a great relief to
the builders as at the moment they find it very difficult to built the boat
not too light.  It would not make the class much faster, but much more
manoeuvrable, certainly on shore.
More technical persons might think of better possibilities.  I do not
think that any of the ‘modernists’ opts for racks or whatever other
radical changes which would alter the concept of the Contender.
Nobody has proposed anything like that.  But it always more easy to
laugh about the extremes of one’s opponents view, especially as he
never mentioned these, than to seriously consider the much less
extreme and therefore much more nearby issues.
Which brings me to the AGM.  An issue should be seriously presented
there, well prepared, etc.  I have only attended one AGM, but that
was not my impression of that meeting.
Anyhow, this whole discussion is not about altering the class, but
about a keeping alive a boat which is just so good to look at, sail in,
which lasts long (also 5 kilos lighter!) and where you have met many
friends by the years, If we want to keep large fleets, value for our
boats on the second handed market, see new faces, we will have to
work for it.  Sometimes that also means accepting small changes.
29th March: Marc Davies, UK
I have recently tried out a Contender and really enjoyed it - A few
problems getting out on the wire quickly, and hard work to right, but
apart from that - great.  Simple, great looking boat that lasts, and
doesn’t cost a fortune.  Makes a lot of sense to me!  You get a lot
more sailing time than on something more extreme / fragile.  ..//..  I
tend to agree with gradual development, where it has something to
add, but not for the sake of fashion.  There are clear reasons for
buying a Contender, and in spite of relatively huge marketing budgets,
surprisingly few boats seem to get sold.  I note from the Y&Y classes
review that 15 new Contenders were sold I think in the UK last year.
Not bad on a close to zero promotional budget!
30th March: Chris Mitchell, UK, ICA Chairman
We are beginning to get good discussions going so I’d like to make
some proposals about rule changes for discussion prior to the AGM. 
As Alan Mollatt has already said, it takes ages to get a rule change
through, but maybe we can change that too.
1.  Hull weight.  I’m not sure that a 5 or even 10kg reduction will
make a huge difference to the speed, but it would certainly make the
boat easier to handle on shore.  We would need to do a reduction
gradually.  Step one ought to be increasing the permitted weight of
correctors to say 10kg, for a hull weight of 83, and then reducing say
2 kg per year to a hull weight of say 77kg, which would mean some
boats would still have 4kg of correctors.  We could then review the
situation and decide if we want to continue.
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2.  Carbon spars.  Graham Scott tells me that it is getting more difficult
to get the aluminium tubes for mast construction.  I would like to
propose that we permit carbon spars, reduce the mast weight to 5
kg, and to simplify life allow the boom to be a simple tube and hence
we would also need loose footed sails - currently not allowed.  The
boom/sail change will make little difference to speed.  The carbon
masts for the first couple of years could have a 2kg corrector which
could be removed in due course so that we don’t all have to rush out
and buy a new mast immediately.
3.  Foils.  I think the weight here could be reduced a little and we
should also free up the rudder shape and make the centreboard a
more simple (and sensible ) shape.  I wonder if a foil maker has any
views on this?  Could the foils be easier and cheaper to make?
To reiterate, I don’t think these changes will suddenly make the boat
into a Devoti-killer, but they will help maintain a modern image, may
help control costs in the future, and may help with supply problems. 
Lets hear from you.......
30th March: Stuart Jones, Chairman, BCA
Chris’s ideas for rule changes are all pretty sensible I think although
I would still worry about older boats, there are still a lot of regularly
raced boats that couldn’t be reduced in weight.  Would they all
disappear from the race circuit as soon as the first weight reduction
came in?  Can we hear from some older boat owners??  I believe we
can only make steady considered changes, but we do need a way of
speeding the rule changing process up.  The foot blocks change first
came up at the AGM in Weymouth and has only just made it into the
rules.  I for one would welcome a change in boom design/material as
our current ones are not up to it.  They break too easily and they are
supposed to be straight.  It’s not possible as first bit of breeze and
you’ve got a banana.
30th March: Jerry Driscoll, UK
Chris, 1.  Personally I think you’d need at least a 10Kg weight reduction
in the boat to make it worthwhile - anything less is probably only
“tinkering”, and reducing the weight seems to me a fairly risky strategy
if the gain is only minimal.  The vast majority of existing boats do not
have the maximum 6Kg of correctors, so will not be able to reach the
new minimum (I’m not sure that a couple of Kg make a huge difference
anyway - my boat is about 20Kgs overweight the moment I get in it!),
but it is not only the overall reduction in weight that is at issue when
considering the “grandfathering” factor; weight distribution also comes
into it. Indirectly Chris is suggesting an uncorrected weight reduction
from 77Kg to 73Kg.  It doesn’t sound a lot, but I’m sure most builders
will want to get it out of the ends first, which is likely to exaggerate
any performance difference between old and new boats.
2.  I have to admit I’m a bit of a convert to carbon spars, and I think
this is probably a good idea to at least allow some experimentation
with masts.  As far as the boom is concerned that’s a big yes from
me.  As Stuart says the metal ones are crap - anyone wants to buy
any half booms, give me a call!  Another plus is that carbon booms
are much lighter, and they don’t hurt your head so much!
3.  Foils: Its before my time, but wasn’t the weight limit introduced to
counter the fact that they had a nasty tendency to break?
As Chris says this won’t make the boat a Devoti beater, but so what? 
Does the boat really have a particularly old image?  (other than us
sailors that is) We certainly have a very male image - has anyone out
there any ideas how the boat might be made more appealing to the
other half of the sailing community?
30th March: Ian Renilson, UK 
Chris, ..//..  One other idea, which is perhaps a bit too radical a change,
but I mention it for comments: The other thing that makes the
Contender difficult to sail is the low boom - it makes it difficult to tack
and gybe, and it tips you in on a reach when it gets caught by waves.
Perhaps we could raise it a bit as well - 100 mm higher would make a
world of difference.  I guess this could be achieved with a minimum

leech length.  Or perhaps we could be radical and go for a completely
new rig design to raise the boom so you can run through (like the
Devoti)!  Mind you, I’m not sure I’m up to running through - I like my
rest half way through the tack as I lie on the floor.
30th March: Damian Bridge, Australia
As a founding member of the World Association of Fat Contender
sailors I say the idea of raising the boom will increase the sailability
of the boat as well as making it more attractive to new comers...  in
that they will get going a lot faster and have the inclination to tack
rather than “bang the sides”!
30th March: Dirk Huizinga, Netherlands.
..//..  Few observations however:
In Holland we have 53 National and International classes and a
declining amount of sailors that actually race, that is not because the
Star is so cheap (20,000 US$, is a lot money for me).  The Star
nationals (if even sailed) may have 5-8 Dutch competitors (hardly
any new faces).  The cheaper J-22 more then 40 and classes like the
Yngling are simply killed over the last two of years by such fields in
Holland.
Speaking to these sailors, they all mention one important thing: the
one design principle not the fancy or cheap or tech sailing boat but
the idiot proof (and therefore cheaper on the long run) one design,
with all it’s imperfections.
That same story goes for changing class rules Guys!!  Watch it very
carefully because people get lost!!
I know that after a while people like to have changes, because of
imperfections in design and material.  Still as former National Coach
for the Laser, I remember the lively discussions about putting iron
rings (2.50 US$ each) in the outhaul and cunningham lines to extend
their life as part of the delay device that was made up of loops in the
lines.  It took more then 6 years to get them accepted.  ..//..  I
understand the improvement by raising booms, taking off weight,
(racks, gennakers) etc..  but I’d like to stress the effect that this may
have in losing sailors or availability of older boats in a market.  Classes
like the Hornet, Flying Junior, Fireball, 505 have done similar exercises
the same to try to attract new sailors, with hardly any success.  Even
a high tech and innovating boat like the Flying Dutchman failed to
keep up, for whatever reason.
The invoice for the class might be less sailors, people in general are
sensitive to these changes.
If we don’t care about growing as a class, go ahead.  If we do take
this in consideration, we have to think carefully and be aware of our
position.  Don’t get me wrong - I’m in for innovations, but I’d like a
large class.
31st March: Ian Renilson, UK
..//..  We have a really great boat and we should sell that message
strongly NOW.  We should also look to the future.  We sail a 33 year
old design of boat and it is a one design.  It will go out of date and
become obsolete by some time - I don’t know when but can you
imagine it still being strong in 50 years time?  Some might think so,
but get real - what do the youngsters of today want to sail and what
will the youngsters of the day after tomorrow want to sail?  Why is the
average age of Contender sailors (in the UK) around 35 and increasing
each year?
I guess that any tinkering around that we do might extend the shelf
life of the design by a small amount but the basic boat will not last for
ever.  We will never be able to get up to the level of a well designed
modern boat and we should not try to compete on that level.  We
should accept that and get the most out of our ‘classic design’ of boat
now - having said that I think Chris’s suggestions make sense - phased
improvements making a significant difference without affecting the
basic design and not making older boats obsolete.  We would have a
better boat and increase the shelf life of the design.  We should do it
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in one hit, use it as a marketing hook, and then get on with sailing -
and promoting - our wonderful (improved) boat.  Most of the
suggestions were around 10 years ago and if we had done them
then ....
31st March: Ian Baillie, UK
In reply to the correspondence regarding Contender improvements I
would like to add a few thoughts.
1.  Weight, maybes aye maybe no, there is no doubt that older boats
would become slower as the weight is reduced (most are probably
overweight anyway).  However, if the main reason is just to make the
class look more “modern” and the performance difference is minimal,
then why bother.  Secondhand values would suffer more from the
perception of an overweight boat than the actual performance.  But if
it must be done then I favour Ian R’s idea to do it big and do it soon.
2.  Carbon spars, definitely worth investigating especially booms.  I’m
really fed up breaking them and they always break on the best sailing
days.  But I did find a use for my last broken one, I persuaded my
brother in law that it would make a perfect pole to put his mail-box on.
My sister wasn’t too pleased, but she’s speaking to me again.  Other
uses I have found, I once fixed my Alfasud exhaust with a piece of
Laser boom, which kept it going until the MOT ran out.  I must point
out I’m an Aberdonian.
3.  Something has to be done about the boom height.  Ian R has the
right idea with a reduced leech length, but this would have to go with
a maximum forestay length too, otherwise the rake would just be
increased to suit the shorter leech.  It’s not just newcomers that are
put off by the low boom, when I’m tacking in a breeze I often wonder,
will the boom sweep me into the sea?  Will it bash my brains in?  Will
is snag on my back?  Or catch a wave?  Another 100mm would make
a big difference, well it would almost double the space under the
boom wouldn’t it?
3rd April: Andrew Winkley, Germany
Ian, Nice comments.  I’m new to the Contender class in 2000 and
selected the boat for a variety of reasons, amongst which were the
fact that it seems to be a great fun boat (this was confirmed this
weekend on my first outing) it has a stable class organisation
throughout the world.  The boats keep their value and you don’t need
to buy a new boat every year to be able to compete.  Now here I am
with a ’92 Hein (GER-373) and if things go the way I am reading I
might as well trash the boat.  I would support changes that centre
around the rig, and other hang on bits.
6th April: Sebastian Munck, Germany
Dear Contender Sailors!  I spend lots of time thinking about rule
changes you were discussing at this e-news-forum.
Mast: why should we use carbon in the future for the whole mast?
Isn’t it possible to use just a carbon top?  ..//..  This will lighten the
mast in a very useful way in the top and it is a not really expensive
method to test advantage and disadvantage of carbon in spars.
Boom: definitely use carbon!
Hull: You are thinking about reducing the hull weight.  I think it will be
very useful for women or younger sailors because you can handle
the boat easier - not in the water but after sailing and for transport.
Older boats can be used for races too, if the weight is reduced for a
few kilograms.  You only have to add a swinging-test into contender
rules like the Int.  Europe class have.  It won’t be possible for any
boat builders to reduce only the weight of the ends...
10th April: Alan Mollatt, UK, ICA Technical Chairman
Dear Everybody who loves Contenders, regarding rules changes.
Lot’s of good ideas.  Keep them coming.
I will put together a proposal for carbon fibre booms for this year’s
AGM.  I have already asked for expert advice on the sizes, and weight
that will be required, as they will be different to those in the current

rules.  There may good reason to allow bigger diameter alloy booms
as well (they won’t be faster but they may last longer).  I am advised
that a change may be needed to allow loose-footed mainsails to go
with the carbon boom.  Any comments on that from all you experts
out there?
MASTS I would like to see a proposal for carbon masts go forward.
Again we will need to frame new rules to gain full benefit from doing
this, as the sizes and weight limits in our rules will not be appropriate.
What do you all think about reducing or even removing the restrictions
on size/weight/materials of the spars and therefore allowing them to
develop?  If there was significant development, would the old concerns
about cost still apply?  and if so, are they still appropriate?  Experience
shows that when a rig becomes fashionable (e.g.  the current
Wavelength) it appears throughout the fleet quite quickly - so somehow
the majority have found the extra money.  If the majority want the
Contender to develop or modernise, should we accept that there will
be some financial penalty, by way of increasing cost?
Is anyone thinking about trying out a carbon mast (or the clever
compromise of a carbon top).  I think we should encourage this by
allowing a dispensation for a couple of test rigs to race - it is expensive
and time consuming to develop a rig, and the best place to test and
demonstrate it will be in real races, what do you think out there?
In the past, to allow a dispensation it has been necessary to vote at
an ICA AGM and then have a world wide vote.  I think this too clumsy
a procedure.  I suggest could we for instance allow the Technical
representatives to vote on behalf of their country, and the ICA
committee recommend action based on that.  If the dispensation was
granted for a limited period (say 2 years), then after evaluation
submitted to a full vote (a report to all ICA members would be required
[ed: that’s all individual members of each national association]) for
implementation.  Your opinions please.
10th April: Damian Bridge, Australia
I am sure that a mast manufacturer who knows they were to benefit
out of the rule changes may donate a mast for evaluation purposes. 
We have to be careful with this as the 49er took a lot of broken masts
before they perfected theirs.  (I witnessed this while at Woolhara
Sailing Club).
11th April: Lars, Denmark
Good fun with a carbon mast, but I think is much more useful to discuss
changes to the sail instead.  A carbon mast might be a little better,
but a larger sail (or another sail-design) will be a radical change to
the class, and cheap because the sail has to be changed now and
then anyway.  Another sail-design might also change the position of
the boom, so it’s possible to pass under it, and reach, tack and gybe
without capsizing all the time.
11th April: Chris Mitchell, UK, ICA Chairman
These ideas seem to be gaining support.  We should certainly examine
the prospect of carbon booms and loose footed sails.  I’ll have one
tomorrow if I can have a dispensation!
The mast problem is that the aluminium tubing is getting harder to
find and hence will go up in price.  Its an Aerospace product and they
are changing to carbon! Thus, if we stick with aluminium we will have
to accept a price rise.  It seems opportune to develop a carbon mast. 
Graham Scott tells me that this change will not suddenly make it
possible to use mylar sails, so we are not risking having to buy
completely new rigs. If we open up the rules on the mast we can lose
some weight from the all up total and also benefit from the lower
inertia of a lighter mast.  I’ll have a dispensation for that too!!
Nobody’s really commented on the foil changes - they could be a bit
lighter without breaking and could certainly be better shapes - any
takers???
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You’d be wrong if you thought the messages were only about class politics.
Some are just simple requests about the best way to do some things...

24th March: Ian Renilson, UK
TACKING A CONTENDER:  I wrote the following notes to help
someone who is struggling to tack a Contender.  Any other comments?
[Ed: this is an alternative to the Stuart Jones method in the March 2000
beginners guide]

Tacking a Contender is quite different to other boats. It’s not difficult –
it just requires learning a new technique. This is what I do:
1. Full trapezing – ready for tack.
2. Uncleat main sheet (if cleated) & pass into back hand.
3. Front hand to handle & lift body up to disengage hook.
4. Initiate tack & swing in as the boat tacks (keep boat level/ pull it
over on top of you to roll tack in lighter winds). In lighter winds
pulling in the main slightly helps the boat into the tack – but
remember to let it out again.
5. Lay down inside the cockpit to let the boom pass – I stick my
front leg up the front of the cockpit because I’m stiff and can’t bend
enough.
6. Move across the boat (facing the way you are going), swing
around the tiller extension, and pass the sheet into the (old) front
hand (it’s still the front hand) – ensure mainsheet has not re-
cleated and make sure you steer all the way through the tack.
7. Turn around like a conventional tack (facing forward) and sit on
the side deck, steering behind your back and with the mainsheet
still in the old front hand (new back hand), uncleated.
Note: I think this is a crucial point – when you get to this point you
should be through the eye of the wind (onto or past the new close
hauled course) and you are in complete control – even if you
cannot get out on the wire you can dump main sheet while sitting
on the side deck so you are safe – I sometimes do this when it is
honking.
8. I then do different things in different wind strengths, but generally
it is as follows:
· Pick up the tiller extension with the new back hand which still

holds the mainsheet
· Bring my new front hand around and grab the trapeze ring to

hook on.
· Go out grabbing the mainsheet from the back hand on the way.
Note: I always try not to cleat the mainsheet – I want to be able to
control the main right through the tack.
Tacking is more difficult if the centreboard is fully down because the
boat will not go off the wind so easily after the tack – I think the board
should be back 20 to 30 degrees to keep the boat balanced upwind
and this helps coming out of the tack.
24th March: Andrew Belson, UK.
Ian, Thanks for your article on tacking.  I am not too proud to admit
that this sort of information is exactly what I need.  I am in the position
of learning to sail whilst learning to Contend so I need lots of help.  I
was interested to read you face forward.  This is what I have
instinctively been doing and fits with the standard centre main
practice.  Last week I tried facing to the rear as the sailor does on the
video clip I downloaded from the International Contender site does. 
He also clearly cleats his sheet.  I know you are not saying ‘My way
is the only way’ but I am relieved to read I have not wasted the last
six months since I bought the boat sailing it incorrectly.
Please don’t think we are all old hands and sometimes the obvious is
more useful than a subtle tweak because some (like me) sail away
from other Contender sailors.
27th March: Klaus Eiermann, Germany.
Hello Guys, many thanks for Ian’s article on tacking.  I’m also a newby

in the Contender and for me this sort of information is very helpful.
Can anyone give a similar article on the centreboard positions in
different conditions (light wind, medium, heavy) and on the different
courses (windward leg, reach, downwind)?  Any help appreciated!
28th March: Stuart Jones, UK
The first thing to say is that nothing in sailing is a perfect science and
this goes for centreboard position. The main thing is not to get hung
up about the fact that your settings may be slightly different to others,
about right will make little noticeable difference. This goes for most
things in contendering.  That said, a rough guide :-
Light Winds
Upwind:  Trailing edge slightly off vertical, about 10 degrees back
Reach:  45 degrees back
Run:75 degrees back - some people pull it all the way up, but try
this without the rudder on and you will find the boat goes fairly
quickly round into wind, therefore, with the rudder on you must be
fighting this movement. Some plate down and the boat goes
straight. Also a minor point, but the bottom of the board becomes
the trailing edge, as far as water flow is concerned, as it’s raked
back which is round and bulbous compared with the real trailing
edge. Just a bit harder for water to flow round.
Medium winds:
As for light winds, but Upwind, raise the board back another 10 - 20
degrees to let the bow drop off and relieve weather helm,
particularly in waves.  On the run, if there is a danger of rolling,
stick the board down as far as 45 degrees.
Strong Winds:
Upwind:  As you are now not trying to point, raise the board to let
the bow fall off and reduce weather helm.  How far? I hear you say.
Well, at least 20 to 30 degrees back from vertical and in extreme
conditions 45 degrees back.  This also causes the board to have
slightly less area and less leverage, therefore less to trip up on,
particularly in gusty conditions.  I’ll be making more leeway
though? No, because as the water flows faster over the foils the
more efficient they become.  The same amount of lift is produced
from less area.
Reach: 45 degrees back.
Run:35 - 45 degrees back. If its rolly a bit more board and a heavy
tiller hand can stop it.
You may have noticed that the board can get set the same for all
points of sailing in extreme conditions. Fine, set it at the start and
don’t move it (unless conditions change!!!) one less problem in a
blow.  Pull it out when capsized though!!!
If in doubt, upwind, it is usually better to rake back further than you
would have thought.
A good idea is to mark the board so you can see at a glance where it
is. (I don’t, however, as I just judge it by eye, but I plan to this year
after all this time!!!)
In a breeze don’t put the board down until you have rounded the
leeward mark, or you’ll trip over it as you round up onto the beat.
Stay manfully out on the trapeze and this will prevent a visit to the
third batten.  Likewise, in a breeze, try to lift the board as you approach
the windward mark on the beat.  Finally make sure the board uphaul
and downhaul work in all conditions so that you can move it at will
and from all sailing positions.
28th March: Marc Davies, UK
I really enjoyed a Contender when I tried one a while back. A couple
of problems did come to light though - the first was righting the thing
after a miscalculation; I found it quite hard to do, and at 14 stone, I’m
no lightweight.  Secondly, I found getting out on the wire quickly a
problem - I guess I was probably on too long a setting - in a lot of the

& YET MORE E-MAIL ...
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pictures I’ve seen since, people seem to trapeze quite short.  Is this
what these new cockpit floor blocks are for?
31st March: Ian Baillie, UK
..//.. to answer a question about capsizing, let the kicker right off before
you try to right the boat otherwise you have a nice stiff leech under
the water.  Neil Wilson told me that when I was new to the class.  He
watched me struggle for a while first mind you.  He’s like that.
7th May: Cal Hawkes, USA
I have been fixing up an old Contender (circa 1968) and have a couple
of questions.
1) When I sail water gets into the centerboard trunk, hits the back,
and shoots up into the boat.  The faster I go, the higher the fountain.
Is this normal?
2) Perhaps related to the above, there is a rubber gasket on the bottom
where the centerboard trunk meets the hull.  It is held in place by
about 30 screws.  It doesn’t seem like a good idea to have so may

screws through the hull below the waterline.  How do newer boats
solve this problem?  Any information would be greatly appreciated.
8th May: Kirk Price, USA
Cal, I have not seen others do this, but it worked well for me:  Instead
of screws, I used double-stick tape to attach the centerboard gasket. 
The gasket was made by laminating several layers of mylar sail cloth
together.  The tape was the type with a foam layer, from the local
hardware store.  I like it: no leaks.
8th May: Damian Bridge, Australia
What about Contact Cement?
8th May: Sebastian Munck, Germany
Remember: if the flaps are damaged, you have to change them. Do
not use any glue or cement which is not possible to replace on the
hull. I have never liked the glued flaps.
Well, that’s the lot.  For the moment...

REPORTS & RESULTSREPORTS & RESULTS
2000 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

The contender nationals were held over 4 days, on
the second May bank holiday weekend at East Lothian
Yacht Club, North Berwick, Scotland. Conditions for
the 57 entries, seven from overseas including USA
and Canada, varied from flat calm to an outrageous
45 knots, both, as it happens, on the same day.

The sailing was as much a test of clothing as it was
boat handling and speed, due to the unseasonably
varied weather and the northern latitude.  Many a
southern softie being caught out with only their
summer wet suit to hand.

As a prelude to the sailing, the fleet was asked to
vote on a variety of courses, the top four of which
were then used on a proportional basis during the
racing.  For the first day, a standard olympic course
was set, to the relief of many, as a solid five to six
with occasional puffs was blowing, broad reaching
and one gybe per lap was definitely favoured.  The
fleet got away cleanly, thumping into the lumpy seas
of the Firth of Forth, and saw a tight fought battle
for the lead with all the pre-race favourites in the
leading bunch.  Graham Scott, the defending
champion, capitalised on others mistakes to finish the
hour long short format race in the lead with Ian
Renilson, still dining out on his Endeavour Trophy win,
a while ago, close behind.  Andy Potter, known as a
heavy weather expert slipped into third helped a
touch by the fact that a few others had blindly ignored
the upwind gate on the first lap.

The second race was a near carbon copy with all the
usual suspects to the fore, revelling in the perfect
Contender conditions, although a touch more heat
would have been appreciated, however.  Renilson
again sailed consistently to finish second to German
helm Gabriel Wicke who had spent most of the
previous week out practicing with him.  Tim Holden,
another heavy weather enthusiast,  took ful l
advantage coming third with Scott in fourth.

A full Burns night experience, with all the trimmings
of bagpipes, whisky, haggis and poetry was followed
by a lighter and thankfully warmer day.  A trapezoid
course was set in the East bay and with a short beat
to the first mark the fleet was tightly packed, testing
rules knowledge and observance along with tactical
know-how to the limit.  Potter was first to show but
was buried on the following run, against the tide,
when John Browett took a favourable breeze out to
sea to lead at the bottom.  Scott and Stuart Jones
followed up with Neil Rosie close behind.  This group
pulled away from the pack to finish in that order.

The next race was notable for a bevy of new faces at
the front.  Most of the frontrunners suffering from
self inflicted bad starts or first beats.  Once again the
run turned out to be decisive with a bunch breaking
clear of the pack.  The finishing order being Rosie,
Nigel Walbank, Gary Langdown and Adrian Conway.
Scott and Renilson began to create a gap on the
leader board by tagging onto the back of this pack.

The wind eased somewhat for the final race of the
day and with a change of tide the inshore route was
favoured.  Jones found this to be so by using the old
trick of tacking off on port when getting a bad start.
He led clearly at the first mark and was never headed
on the slow one lap race.  Rosie completed a fine
day with a second to position himself third overall, a
cause he was seen to celebrate later that night.  Cris
Miles in a borrowed boat was third with a fast
improving Richard “Bonkers” Batten just behind.
Some of the other front runners wobbled a bit in this
one but Scott slipped in for a very useable seventh,
which would turn out to be his worst of the series.
Consistency was now beginning to pay, especially as
only one discard would be allowed out of the ten
scheduled races.  A good proportion of the fleet had
comfortably got many a discard under their belts.

The third day, Monday, proved to be one of those
days that will be talked about for sometime to come
and will no doubt be embellished on by bar bores
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that do that sort of thing.  It started quietly enough
with a force 2 from the west, which was forecast to
drop as the heat built inland.  So it seemed, as at the
second attempt, the fleet got away.  For a whole lap
all was normal, until a monstrous black cloud
appeared, casting down monsoon-like rain and a
thirty degree windshift containing wind at 45 knots,
blowing the spray off the wave tops.  A good
proportion of the fleet saw waterspouts.  With the
threat of even more right behind the race officer,
rightly, abandoned the race and sent the fleet
scuttling ashore.

An hour later we were back out in bright sunshine
and a force 2.  This time Jones got the first beat right
and lead for the first lap, followed by Renilson and
Keith Paul with a pack close behind.  However, at
this point another storm was making its way along
the opposite coast of the Firth, prettily flashing
lightning around.  For sometime this had no effect
on the wind but as the beat progressed, and in as
much time as it takes to say “capsize”, half the fleet
did as the wind once more got up into the forties,
shifting round alarmingly.  Renilson and Paul, being
towards the cloud were hit by the squall first.  Paul
took a dip as Renilson beam reached towards the
windward mark.  The fleet followed in various states
of disarray.  The main tactical assessment to be made
being whether to gybe and capsize or granny round
at the wing mark.  It’s debatable which was quicker.
The race, thankfully, was shortened with Renilson
leading home those still standing.  Scott, Wicke and
Jones followed up.  A testament to the strength of
the design is that despite the severe conditions only
one mast and a boom were broken, taking both
storms into account.  When the going gets tough,
don’t be seen out in a new class!

As the storm moved out to sea the wind went with
it, leaving hailstones as a final farewell.  The second
race of the day started in wind from the opposite
direction, which was now light and fickle and as the
start gun went it faded completely.  Most of the time
it was impossible to tell where the wind was coming
from as the leftover swell knocked any wind out of
the sail.  Half the fleet had a go in the lead and the
least said about this race the better.  It should be
recorded that most of the frontrunners managed a
decent result all the same.  Wicke won and was
followed home by Potter, Scott and Renilson.

As the final day dawned with 3 races remaining the
main prize was between the ever consistent Scott and
Renilson, although with only one discard anything
could still happen.  The next positions were Browett,
Jones and Wicke.

A steady force 3 blew out of the west with bright sun
for the whole day as a nice finale.  It was Jones who
led at the first mark of the “P” shaped course, never
to be headed, although pushed hard by Renilson on
the last reaches.  Batten sailed well to finish third just
in front of Browett.  Scott’s slip to sixth to allowed
Renilson to get level on points overall.  The next race
was a near carbon copy with Jones again leading
from start to finish and Renilson close behind.  Scott

this time followed up, with Browett once more in
fourth.  The gap was now one point in Renilson’s
favour, but with Scott counting nothing worse than
seventh, a sailing down the fleet seemed in order, as
Renilson would then have to count a 13th, unlucky
for him.

The chase was on, but Scott was not his usual clinical
self or has just gone soft as Renilson wormed free to
get a good start.  At the first mark Browett led from
Renilson, Scott and Jones.  Up the beat the inshore
route seemed to be paying and the leaders went in
close company towards the shore.  Scott, however,
tried a last attempt to retrieve things by going alone
out to sea.  There was not much in it but enough to
drop him back to fifth.  In the meantime, Jones had
squeezed past into the lead once more to claim a
clean sweep on the day.  Renilson showed fine
offwind technique to slip comfortably into second to
add the Nationals to his trophy collection of Worlds,
Europeans and Endeavour won in the past.  Not bad.
Browett and Wicke followed him home.

Ian Renilson, after taking one of the prizes kindly
donated by Holts, thanked East Lothian YC for a finely
run regatta at one of the nicest and certainly
friendliest venues that you could hope for.  The thanks
were very much echoed by all that attended.

Overall ResultsOverall ResultsOverall ResultsOverall ResultsOverall Results
1st Ian Renilson Dalgety Bay
2nd Graham Scott Weston
3rd Stuart Jones Datchet
4th John Browett Datchet
5th Gabriel Wicke Germany
Master Ian Renilson
Grand Master Keith Paul Weston
Great Grand Master

David Gautier Datchet
Junior Matt Poynts Highcliffe
Newcomer Nick Grace Highcliffe

Stuart Jones.

The Nationals - A Personal View
It has taken me a few days to recover from North
Berwick and get back up to speed at work. I guess
that is the sign of a good championships! Both on the
water and ashore the UK national championships 2000
seemed to live up to expectations.

We were all delighted at the turn out of 57. A big
thanks to those who travelled some distance to be
there - particularly those who came from overseas.

The concept of allowing competitors to vote on the
course choice seemed to work well - although I don’t
know how you get over the fact that people will be
influenced by the weather on the day of the vote.  In
the event the weather was certainly not typical
(honestly ).  We seemed to have a bit of everything.
Day one was pretty breezy and bloody cold.  Day two
was light and it was probably remarkable that three
races were sailed.  Day three is the one which will
probably go down in the class annals - racing got under
way after one general recall and the customary black
flag, one lap into the race there was a violent 30 degree
wind shift and a line squall which registered 45 knots
on the committee boat, with a further squal l
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HIGHCLIFFE SC
The first event of the Contender Association’s 2000
National Travellers Trophy took place at Highcliffe
Sailing Club over the weekend of 8/9 April.  22 souls
attended a meeting that would provide a good test of
both light and heavy weather skills.

The forecast for Saturday suggested that the main
challenge would be how to avoid sunburn while trying
to get out of the ebb tide, as the wind was unlikely to
exceed 5 knots.  Race one was won by the fleet’s Great
Grand Master (60) Keith Paul, followed by Bernard
Shapley and Stacey Bray, these three being the ones
who went the furthest left on the first beat, to give
themselves a large lead which in the conditions would
prove difficult to pull back.  The second race was sailed
in similar conditions and won by Stuart Jones, followed
by Graham Scott and Keith Paul.

Sunday dawned with a forecast wind of 15 knots,
increasing as the day progressed.  Pleasingly it proved
correct, ensuring the bigger boys could get out on
their trapezes.  Race 3 started in 17 knots.  The fleet
went left, just like the previous day.  Tim Holden led at
the first mark, but dropped it in on the gybe to let
Jones and Scott through.  The wind continued to
increase, with the fourth race starting in 21 knots and
finishing in 25 knots.  A lack of mistakes and good
fortune secured the final race for Jones after Scott fell
foul of a capsized Osprey.  A large shift to the right on
the penultimate beat gave the chasing pack a good
lift, but not quite enough to displace Jones, Holden
and an improving Dave Davies in third.

Jones had secured the event though consistency, while
Paul again showed the “ youngsters” how to do it in
both light and strong conditions.

Overall ResultsOverall ResultsOverall ResultsOverall ResultsOverall Results
1. Stuart Jones - Datchet Water Sailing Club 4 Points
2. Keith Paul - Weston Sailing Club 8 Points
3. Graham Scott - Weston Sailing Club 8 Points
4. Tim Holden - Halifax Sailing Club 9 Points

Tim Holden

OXFORD SC
15 Boats came to Oxford Sailing Club for the Contender
Open Meeting on June 17 & 18th as part of the
National Travellers Series.  Notable absentee’s Holden/
Davies/Browett & Scott missed out on probably one
of the best events ever.  The complete weekend was
akin to sailing in the Mediterranean, thirty degrees
Celsius and force 3 to 4 winds, the only thing missing
were the topless nymphets on the beaches but we
did get a glimpse on Sunday (lucky sailboarders).

The first race started and Stuart Jones made his
intentions clear by leading all the way followed home
by Chris Mitchell (who says local knowledge doesn’t
pay) and Richard (new Boat) Gimmler.

After a short respite whilst the course was reset the
second race started in a little more breeze.  This time
Jones didn’t quite have things his own way, and it
was only when Mitchell uncharacteristically capsized
that he took the advantage and sailed on to win.  David
Aston also capitalized on this error but was unable to
hold off Mitchell at the finish.

Amazingly England beat Germany in the evening and
many people were heard to be complaining of sore
heads on Sunday morning.

The third race started after a general recall in very fickle
conditions, Gary Langdown worked his way very nicely
on each leg of the course winning with Richard
Gimmler in close contention and Mike Keates now
making a showing in third.

Race Four started immediately after another general
recall in a strengthening wind.  Despite being buried
at the weather mark, Jones again used his skill and
boatspeed to win from Langdown and Gimmler who
were now both putting together some impressive
results.  Mention should be made of Sandy Clapham
who not only led the race, but then capsized twice
and was heard being particularly vocal and expletive
on a number of occasions.

After lunch the final race again started with a general
recall.  Those playing the lefthand side of the course
all planed into the mark.  Paul Walker led at the first
leeward mark when a sudden squall appeared from
nowhere and many of the front runners took a dip.
From the melee appeared, you guessed it, Jones, but
this time pursued by Aston.  Jones increased his lead
slowly until the finish, winning again from Keates who
picked up an unbelievable shift on the last beat to pip
Aston on the line.

Overall Results:Overall Results:Overall Results:Overall Results:Overall Results:
1st Stuart Jones – Datchet Water S.C.
2nd Mike Keates – King Geroge S.C.
3rd Ricahrd Gimmler – Rutalnd S.C.
4th David Aston – Chew Valley Lake S.C.
5th Sandy Clapham – Grimwith S.C.
6th Gary Langdown – Highcliffe S.C.

Dave Aston

approaching and thoughts of the Dart championships
last year the race was abandoned.  Despite over half
the fleet being flattened all the competitors were able
to sort themselves out and get ashore.  The centre of
electrical activity seemed to be moving away and so
the fleet was sent out for another go a couple of hours
later... it happened again, this time the wind was not
quite as strong, but the violent wind swing made a
nonsense of the race.  The line squall again flattened
a significant number and the rest blasted round in fear
of being struck by lightning.  Just to finish off a perfect
day on the water there followed torrential rain, then
hail, a further 180 degree wind swing and the last
race was sailed in virtually no wind but the sea state
of a force 4.

Not wishing to be outdone by the weather, three races
were scheduled for the final day in sunshine and a
gradually freshening wind and all three were banged
in, giving the full series of 10 races over 4 days.

The race management in difficult conditions was really
excellent. In particular, the turnround of back to back
races was as good as I’ve seen anywhere.  The club’s
hospitality and the social programme also seemed to
strike the right balance between being organised but
relaxed.  All told, it was a lot of fun and if you missed
it, you missed yourself !

Stewart Murdoch
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PORTHPEAN SC
14 Contenders made the trip to Porthpean in deepest
“Kernow”.  The forecast for the weekend lived up to
it’s promises with a 20 knot North Westerly (offshore)
for the Saturday.  The racing started at 2pm to give
the furthest travellers (Tim Holden from Halifax) time
to get down to the venue.  Two back to back races
each lasting an hour and a half were sailed well
offshore in the bay, however to say the wind shifts
were “interesting” and brought no shortage of changes
in fleet positions would be an understatement.  The
only competitor whose position was consistent
throughout, was Andrew Mason - in the clubhouse
with a cuppa, he forgot his boat!

The first race was started with a strong port biased
line, and the fleet got away cleanly (just!).  The great
question that entered every competitor mind “which
is the correct way up the beat?” proved largely elusive.
However, those that went hard left proved correct on
the first beat with Tim Holden, Graham Scott, Nigel
Walbank and Gary Langdown clear up front with David
Davies getting a huge personal late lift to enable him
to join them at the windward mark.  Places settled
with the front group swapping around until Nigel
Walbank had to stop and take his sail down to repair
his out-haul, and Gary Langdown kindly went for a
swim on the run.  By the time the second to last beat
came Tim Holden was clear of the chasing bunch.
David Davies, at the back of the group, hit the right
hand corner and came closest to catching him with
Graham Scott now third and Dave Aston fourth.  Final
positions remaining the same.

The Second race followed a similar pattern of those

lucky enough to read the first beat correctly.  The racing
was much closer in this race with Graham Scott and
David Gautier (in his new boat) leading the way, with
Nigel Wallbank and Tim Holden in hot pursuit.  The
final positions being Graham Scott first David Gautier
second and Tim Holden third.

Saturday followed a pattern of previous years with the
fleet walking the cliffs (1 mile) to Charlestown for a
few beers and a pub meal.  Old stories of drunken
nights at previous events were told including the old
“paisley pyjama” story from Bridlington, (alas I cannot
name names!).

Sunday dawned for the Contender fleet and the
arriving Tasar fleet (joining in for a one day open) with
North Westerly Gales and rain.  A few brave souls
decided “it’s not that bad” but soon turned back to the
shore as they were greeted with well over 30 knots
out of the shadow of the cliffs.  Only Ian Marshall will
know how many times he actually capsized in the short
time he was off the beach, but gladly, eventually he
made it back.

As Sunday was called off, only the two Saturday races
counted.  Graham Scott and Tim Holden each having
a first and a third but Graham winning the second of
the two races won the event.  Both David Gautier and
David Davies having a second and fifth but David
Gautier beating Davies in the second of the two races
placed them third and fourth respectively.  Yet another
great event from Cornwall, if you haven’t been before
you really should go! Good sailing, great beer and
pasties.

Dave “Fatty” Davies
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8 2 yeliF X

8 2 naephtroP X X yarBycatS rasaThtiwtnioJ

51 2 yaTlayoR X keeWgniliaStsaoCtsaEfotraP

61 1 yellaVwehC X notsAevaD degnarraebotgniniarT/gniliasyadrutaS

22 2 mahpleF X gniKnaI attageRniyadnuSno3,taSecaR160766834210

92 2 notgnimyL X X knabllaWlegiN

tsuguA
5 6 keeWkeenS sliatedrofetisbeWeeS-ecitcarPsdlroW

21 7 kilbmedeM PIHSNOIPMAHCDLROW

91

62 3 notgnildirB X X mahpalCydnaS spihsnoipmahCnrehtroN

rebmetpeS
2

9 2 ragdEtroP X

61 2 notseW X X nosaMydnA

32
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7 2 aeSnohgieL senyaBeilrahC DEMRIFNOCEBOT
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sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB

oNliaS emaN effilchgiH tehctaD -thgirB
aesgnil slanoitaN drofxO

seirtnEfooN 22 51 71 75 51

436 senoJtrautS 62 91 95 91

926 tteworBnhoJ 81 12 85

266 nettaBdrahciR 41 9 81 55

825 knabllaWlegiN 12 02 45

626 nedloHmiT 32 71 15

376 nwodgnaLyraG 51 8 25 41

646 etihWregoR 9 21 61 63 21

456 ttocSmaharG 42 06

955 yelpahSdranreB 22 51 34

616 seivaDevaD 71 31 84

985 luaPhtieK 52 94

476 relmmiGdrahciR 61 83 71

126 setaeKekiM 02 41 71 81

176 reklaWluaP 81 93 9

316 notruBynoT 91 44

956 flacteMnitraM 91 63 8

156 noslineRnaI 16

664REG ekciWG 75

166 rettoPydnA 65

966 notsAevaD 04 61

746 eisoRlieN 35

326 nosliWnaI 05

066 seviDreteP 74

474REG hcsubkcieKM 74

674 reituaGdivaD 31 11 12

226 renttuBdrahciR 54

356 llehctiMsirhC 23 31

995 seliMsirC 24

426 hcodruMtrawetS 14

206 notsAttaM 61 51 01

056 etihWynoT 11 92

256 mahpalCydnaS 01 41 51

575 egaPmaharG 73

136 nonnikcaMnivaG 43

155 dieR 33

666 llahsraMnaI 62 7

554 ecarGkciN 5 72

236 yawnoCnairdA 03

074REG llenabrabAT 92

895 enooTtaM 21 51

946 retsinnaBsirhC 8 81

065 eilliaBnaI 52

035 bbiBnaveK 42

095 nedloHneB 32

536 mahneDekiM 22

583 sgnippeSmoT 02

846 nlocniLegniG 6 41

075 llaHemoclaM 91

756 notooHlliB 31 6

77NAC nostaWnaI 71

191ASU yellooWlliG 61

775 nilhgualcaMhciR 7 7

026 yarByecatS 8 6

394 yeltseirPlihP 31

622deN naVneBtrevE
neeV 21

006 eltteBffoeG 21

046 ttalloMnalA 11

655 nallAnairB 11

856 ewoHsirhC 11

154 drahciRsirhC 01

416 senoJnitraM 01

016 dlogdaerhTekiM 01

783 ttocS 9

276 dyoLLroverT 9

055 stnyoP 8

093 ttekcoMnodroG 7

494 nostreboRdivaD 7

063 riuMselrahC 6

766 htimS 6

866 llewkcoCnoR 6

781 kooCynoT 5

405 repooCdrahciR 5

585 smailliWydnA 5

sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB sgnidnatStnerruC-0002srellevarTlanoitaNACB

oNliaS emaN effilchgiH tehctaD -thgirB
aesgnil slanoitaN drofxO

seirtnEfooN 22 51 71 75 51

TTTTTravellers Travellers Travellers Travellers Travellers Trrrrrophy Scoringophy Scoringophy Scoringophy Scoringophy Scoring:::::

The travellers trophy is scored on a league basis.  Each competitor scores 5 points for entering a designated
National Travellers meeting, plus 1 point for each boat beaten.  The winner is the sailor who scores the most
points. There is no minimum qualifying number of meetings.

In addition to the Travellers Competition there is also a Handicap Ranking, and this table is managed by Stuart
Jones.  The handicap ratings are generated from the open meeting results.  A handicap score is calculated for
each event attended.  This is the proportion of finishing position to number of entries expressed in terms of 1000
entries: i.e. if 1000 boats compete, boats will have their finishing position as the score.  If 10 compete the winner
will be in the middle of the range 1-100 i.e. 50.  Second place will be between 100-200 i.e. 150.  3rd will be 250,
and so on up to 10th who will be 950.  Therefore the better the result and the bigger the fleet then the lower the
score and the handicap attained for the event.  The Ranking is the handicap result achieved after an open, and
is not accurate for a helm until at least 3 results have been recorded.  The ranking is calculated thus:- If the score
for a result is less than the current rating i.e. they have performed better than their rank, then half the difference
between current rank and the score is subtracted from the rank to give a new rank.  If the score is worse than the
current rank i.e. performed worse than their rank, then one tenth of the difference between current rank and
the score is added to the rank to give a new rank.  Therefore the rank goes up quicker than down.

Unfortunately we don’t have space in this issue to print the full rankings, but are you surprised that one Stuart
Jones is currently top of the rankings?...
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DISCOUNT
FERRY TICKETS

UP TO 50% OFF NORMAL FARES
BRITTANY FERRIES France • Spain • UK

HOVERSPEED Belgium • France • UK
MOBY LINE & TIRRENIA LINE Italy

P&O FERRIES France • Spain • Holland • Ireland • UK
P&O STENA LINE France • UK

SEA FRANCE France • UK
SCANDINAVIAN SEAWAYS Denmark • Germany •

Scandinavia • UK
STENA LINE Holland • Ireland • Scandinavia • UK

SWANSEA CORK FERRIES Ireland • UK
BOOK EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

Contact Richard Buttner: Marne, Upper Rd, Broadlees
Guston, Dover, CT16 1HP Tel/Fax 01304 216194

TOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILSTOP FOILS
MIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAULMIKE SAUL

48 HOLLINS LANE, HAMPSTHWAITE, NR
HARROGATE, N. YORKS HG3 2EG

TEL: 01423 771821

CUSTOM FOILS BUILT TO THE
HIGHEST STANDARD

Professional Grip Foam Tiller Extensions • Wetsuits •
Drysuits • Buoyancy Aids • Clothing

SECONDHAND ADS FREE TO ASSOCIATION MEMBERS - TO PLACE YOUR SECONDHAND BOAT OR GEAR ON THIS LIST, PLEASE CONTACT:

JERRY DRISCOLL - 01962 711698 • E-MAIL: contendering@driscoll.globalnet.co.uk

IF YOU BUY OR SELL A BOAT, OR ANY EQUIPMENT ON THE LIST, PLEASE TELL JERRY STRAIGHT AWAY SO THE LIST CAN BE KEPT UP TO DATE.

THE UP TO DATE LIST IS PUBLISHED ON THE CONTENDER WEB SITE http://www.sailingsource.com/contender/gbr/
AND ALSO AVAILABLE FROM CLASS SECRETARY DAVE DAVIES ON 01531 632308

Sails for Sale: Wavelength, 1992 (2 Years use) £125, North,1990
(2 Years use) £50, Smith £30
Bradford. Stewart Walker: 01274 588484
Goldspar mast, little used, dead straight £200.  Wavelength sail,
3 weeks use, £300, Milanes fixed rudder, used 3 times £190
Weston SC. Ian Swann: 01243 776458
GBR 240, Rondar, Proctor Rig, 2 sails, cover, trolly, harness,
£525
Andy Bass, 01280 706496, Northants
GBR 292, Rondar, Storrar & Bax, Combi, £950
John Kerridge, 01326 311719
GBR 315, GRP, Good condition for age, Ullman Sail, Proctor
spars, recent foils, Combi (rough), £850
Jem Mills, 02380 395999, Netley
GBR 335, Rondar, 3 sails, combi trailer, £600
Philip Razey, 01822 854661, Plymouth
GBR 382, Titcombe Rondar, No Mast, Stored under car port,
good condition, sail, U/O covers, home made combi trailer,
£1,300
Tony Titcombe, 01622 717260, Kent
GBR 432, Edwards, all wood, Proctor mast, selection of sails
available, trailer but trolley required, good cover, £1,500
Richard Gimmler, 0115 9214771, Nottingham
GBR 438, Sandwich, Perfect condition. Wavelength mast and sail
(1998), Proctor mast, Banks sail (1987), Superspars boom,
combi, U/O covers, Silva racing compass, carbon tiller extension,
Milanes foils, FF22,000
Henri Chemineau 0299819340 0603458391, or contact Dave
Davies, 01531 632308, Boat laying at St Malo, Brittany, France
GBR 439, Rondar, Etched Epsilon, Ullman sail, (Combi
available), £1,500
Colin Truscott, 01872 520586, Cornwall

GBR 451, 1987 Rondar, Wavelength rig, Wavelength sail 1996,
mast / rigging 1998, carbon board + spare, progrip, all new
cordage.  Combi Trailer, new 1994, under / over covers, little
used, garaged 360 days / yr., £2,000
Chris Richard, 01835 823470, South Scotland
GBR 508, Rondar, good racing condition, Wavelength rig, Combi,
U/O covers, £1700
Ian Maclean, 0151 648 2527, Wirral
GBR 519, Rondar, Wavelength Rig, 2 spare sails, U/O Cover,
Combi, good condition, fast boat, £1,500
Neil Beveridge, 01560 485385, Scotland
GBR 522, Rondar, very good condition, Wavelength & Proctor
masts, Wavelength sail (hardly used) plus good spare sail.
Combi trailer & trolley, U/O covers. Reluctant sale due to recent
operation. £1750
Alastair Dean, 01763 272924 evenings, 01920 863835 day,
Grafham
GBR 560, Rondar, grey deck / maroon hull. Wavelength rig, 3
sails, new boom, Top Foils / Winder lifting rudder and fixed
rudder, carbon extension, Milanes centreboard. Pro-grip, Harken
fittings. Combi trailer, U/C covers. Fast well kept boat in excellent
condition. £2,200
Ian Baillie, 0131 449 6583, Edinburgh - Could deliver
GBR 570, Rondar, Wavelength Rig, Wavelength sail, spare sail,
U/O, Cover, Combi. £2,000
Malcolm Hall, 0114 2362061, Sheffield
GBR 579, Ridge/Daniel, Wavelength mast, 2 Ullman sails, Fixed
rudder, covers, combi, revarnished, £2,600
Maurice Clarke, 01269 595941, South Wales
GBR 604, Composite Ridge hull, decked & foils by Top Foils,
Wavelength rig, 2 sails (1 x Wavelength & 1 x Number One),
Combi, U/O covers, £2650
Hugh Wright, 07818 061199 (Wk), 01953 887789 (H), Norfolk

Boats & Gear for Sale...
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SAILBOATS
The Bob Hoare Sailboats Contender
All glass vinylester or polyester Contenders from the moulds developed
by Ian Ridge and Graham Scott.  Complete boats ready to sail from
£6295.00 complete with Wavelength rig and Milanes foils

Contender Kits
Bare hulls and kits supplied to any stage for home completion
Hulls from £1175.00

Contender Spares

Proctor & Superspars booms • carbon and alloy tiller extensions
replacement rigging • cascade kickers • covers • foils • compasses

• trailers
Fittings

A huge range from:  Fredriksen • Harken • Holt Allen • Ronstan
 • RWO • Seasure.

Repairs
Top quality repair and refit service in wood or glass.

Insurance work welcome
Clothing

Wide range of top brands:  Wetsuits • drysuits • buoyancy aids
• boots • spraytops from

Musto • Crewsaver • Gill • Gul • Busta • Henri-Lloyd
 • Marlin • YAK

Bob Hoare Ltd
248 Bournemouth Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset. BH14 9HZ

Telephone: 01202 736704   Fax: 01202 388704
Mobile: 0802 689157

www.bobsboatshop.co.uk
E-mail: paul@bobsboatshop.co.uk

All prices include 17.5% VAT

BOBS BOAT SHOP 

Chandlery   Boatbuilding
Specialist Dinghy Chandlery & Dinghy Builder

COMPOSITE
VERSION 7th

UK NATIONALS
& 3rd KIEL

WEEK

mailto:paul@bobsboatshop.freeserve.co.uk


1ST CHOICE FOR CONTENDERS

The latest version of the sail that has won the last 6 World
Championships - £552.25

SAILS

Fits perfectly with the sail and manufactured in 7000 Series Alloy - Fully fitted,
excluding rigging - £552.25

MASTS

RIGGING Made in our workshop using high quality stainless steel wire and fittings:-
Complete set including halyard ............................................................................. £102.23
Shroud/Trapeze set (Both sides) ............................................................................. £46.00
Halyard (Wire/Rope) ............................................................................................. £23.50
Forestay ................................................................................................................ £14.10
Lower Shrouds (Pair) ............................................................................................. £21.15

Complete Rig Pack - Ideal for home completion boats or complete rig upgrade
Includes Sail, Mast, Full Spec Boom, All rigging and Adjusters, including Cascade Vang and Sta-
masters for Lower shrouds.  Everything above deck in one package at a
SPECIAL PRICE............................................................................... £1295.00

RIG PACK

Top quality breathable polycotton Top Cover ......................................................... £155.10
Heavy Duty PVC Top Cover ................................................................................... £115.00
Nylon Undercover ................................................................................................ £105.00

COVERS

FOILS Milanes Centreboard - Special Spec ....................................................................... £375.00
Milanes Fixed Rudder ........................................................................................... £299.00
Milanes Lifting Blade ............................................................................................ £259.00
Winder Kevlar Stock ............................................................................................. £125.00

ACCESSORIES Wavelength Nappy Harness (S,M,L,) ....................................................................... £75.00
Wavelength Knee Pads ........................................................................................... £17.00
Wavelength Large Trapeze Rings (Each) ................................................................... £5.75
Progrip Non Slip - Sheet (Blue,Grey,Black,Red) ....................................................... £27.00
Silva 103P Compass ............................................................................................. £116.33
Sta-Master Rigging Screws (Each) ........................................................................... £21.15

All prices
include 17.5%

VAT
Carriage

Charged at
Cost

SPARES Superspars B1 Boom .............................................................................................. £90.00
Superspars B1 Boom c/w Outhaul and Big Vang Slide ............................................. 132.00
Cascade Wire Vang ................................................................................................. £34.08
Slot Gaskets (Pair) ................................................................................................... £8.81
Forestay Lever ....................................................................................................... £27.00
Tiller Extension - Alloy ............................................................................................ £26.00
Tiller Extension - Carbon ........................................................................................ £49.95
Gooseneck Assembly ................................................................................................ 25.00
Masthead Sheave Box .............................................................................................. 16.45
Sail Track Lead-in ....................................................................................................... 3.95

WAVELENGTH DESIGNS • UNIT 5a • THE STAMPS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE • RISING SUN • CALLINGTON • CORNWALL • PL17 8JE
TEL/FAX: 01579 351628 • E-mail: gscott@wavelengthdesigns.com • WEB SITE http://www.wavelengthdesigns.com


